Prospecting & Treasure Hunting

FISTS FULL OF GOLD: How You Can Find Gold in the Mountains and Deserts, Ralph. Associate editor of Prospector and Mining Journal, Chris Ralph, has written the most updated guide to the art of prospecting now in print. From basic earth science to metal detecting, to panning and dry washing techniques, it’s all here and fully illustrated. 362 pgs., ISBN 9780984269204, $29.95

GOLD PANNING THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST, Romaine. Covering Washington, Oregon and Idaho, this full-color guide is the premier reference and field manual to the region’s panning and prospecting areas; includes directions, GPS coordinates, historical info, supply lists and more. 288 pgs., ISBN 9781493003945, $22.95

GOLD FEVER: The Art of Panning and Sluicing, de Lorenzo. This best-selling guide features full-page illustrations on the mechanics of panning and sluicing, as well as maps of Western states’ gold deposits. 80 pgs., ISBN 9780935182002, $8.95

THE ROCKHOUND AND PROSPECTOR’S BIBLE: A Reference and Study Guide to Rocks, Minerals, Gemstones and Prospecting, Ettenger. This compact reference manual for mineral collectors and prospectors has been the go-to guide for decades on local geology, mineral formation, as well as prospecting techniques and tools. 136 pgs., ISBN 9780961484040, $15.00

THE WEEKEND GOLD MINER, Ryan. Our most popular and best-selling overview guide lays out all the basics from where, what and how to dry washing, metal detecting and more; includes gold-bearing area maps. 80 pgs., ISBN 9780915920792, $9.95

LOOKING FOR GOLD: A Modern Prospector’s Guide, Angier. Learn to prospect and pan for placer gold; includes success stories, places to start, how to build flumes, rockers, dry washers, riffles and sluices; and how to stake your claim. 224 pgs., ISBN 9780811720342, $19.95

MODERN PROSPECTING: How to Find, Claim and Sell Mineral Deposits, McPherson. Using a modern, systematic approach to mineral exploration, learn to identify favorable areas, different types of deposits and testing techniques, how to develop a claim, modern assaying techniques and geochemical prospecting; glossary, contact information for government agencies, websites and suppliers list included. 320 pgs., ISBN 9781889786162, $14.95

DIVING AND DIGGING FOR GOLD, Hill. This intro to placer gold mining covers methods of extracting gold, including panning, sluicing and dredging. Illustrated. 48 pgs., ISBN 9780879610050, $8.95

GOLD! GOLD!: A Beginners Handbook and Recreational Guide: How & Where to Prospect for Gold, Petralia. Includes the historical details and geographical background to get you started, plus traditional and modern recovery methods. 148 pgs., ISBN 9780960589005, $12.95

GOLD PROSPECTOR’S HANDBOOK, Black. A classic beginner’s guide, written in non-technical jargon and covering advanced topics as well; contains an excellent glossary. 176 pgs., ISBN 9780935182323, $12.95

RECREATIONAL GOLD PROSPECTING FOR FUN AND PROFIT, Butler. This entertaining, well-written book is a favorite introduction to prospecting essentials; all the basics and more are covered in an easy to read style and format. 206 pgs., ISBN 9780935182999, $12.95

GOLD MINING IN THE 21ST CENTURY: The Complete Book of Modern Gold Mining Procedures, McCracken. This popular book outlines the A to Z knowledge the beginner and more advanced prospector needs to find and extract gold. 278 pgs., ISBN 9780963601506, $19.95

GOLD PROSPECTOR’S DIGEST, Keene. A concise collection of essays revealing how, where and what to use to find gold. 51 pgs., ISBN 9780962020476, $7.95

Designates New or Added Titles
**FINDING GOLD IN THE DESERT**: The Art of Drywashing, Lynch. The author shares his techniques and professional knowledge of dry washing based on 50 years of experience. 25 pgs., ISBN 9780935810530, $5.95

**YOUR’S FOR THE TAKING**: Getting More of Your Share of Desert Gold, Wielgus. Highlights little-known, remote placer sites, prospecting on a budget, use of the high-banker and the mini-sluice; with pictures and maps. 125 pgs., ISBN 9780963560117, $18.95

**WHERE TO FIND GOLD IN THE DESERT**, Klein. Veteran prospector, James Klein, teaches you where to look and how to look for gold throughout the desert Southwest; includes prospecting guides, historical maps, tool tips and gold-bearing sites by state. 136 pgs., ISBN 9780935182811, $9.95

**STAKE YOUR CLAIM**: A Step-by-Step Guide: Finding Gold in the United States, Silva. Revised. Learn how to find gold in rivers, streams and open land; own a gold mine and earn extra income selling gold; exclusive listing of 300 resources detailing exact placer gold locations throughout the United States. 102 pgs., ISBN 9780962734748, $18.95

**SUCCESSFUL DRYWASHING**, Straight. Non-technical guide with essential information and little-known facts to enrich your drywashing efforts; illustrations, tables, charts, appendix and glossary of terms. 34 pgs., $9.95

**MAGNIFICENT QUEST**: A Guide to Prospecting, Drywashing and Nugget Shooting in the Desert, Straight. A good overview of desert prospecting from someone who knows; you’ll also learn tips about desert survival in the Mojave and Sonoran deserts. 52 pgs., $10.95

**DRY WASHING FOR GOLD**, Klein. An excellent primer for dry washing know-how; learn the details of where and how, as well as the tools and equipment you’ll need; illustrated diagrams, with glossary. 90 pgs., ISBN 9780935182767, $9.95

**ARIZONA GOLD TREKS**, Wielgus. Journey to remote and harsh Arizona locales and uncover gold; complete with topo maps, photos, and detailed directions to various sites. 96 pgs., ISBN 9780963560131, $15.95

**ARIZONA’S LITTLE-KNOWN GOLD PLACERS**, Wielgus. Get off the beaten path and go to these lesser-known placers throughout the state. The author points you in the right direction with topo maps, directions and photographs. 128 pgs., ISBN 9780963560148, $22.95

**ARIZONA GOLD PLACERS AND PLACERING**, Wilson. Reprint of the classic Arizona Bureau of Mines publication; learn the placer areas in each county of the state. 146 pgs., ISBN 9780962734748, $19.95

**WHERE TO FIND GOLD & GEMS IN NEVADA**, Klein. Organized by county and by mining district—includes maps, descriptions of mining sites, what gems and minerals can be found and a short history of local ghost towns. 109 pgs., ISBN 9780935182811, $9.95

**MINING DISTRICTS AND MINERAL RESOURCES OF NEVADA**, Lincoln. Features the history of past operations, the nature of the mineral deposits uncovered and placer geology. Maps included. 259 pgs., ISBN 9780913814482, $19.95

**THEN & NOW MAP SERIES**. Richly detailed map series shows changes to gold & gem fields over the last 100 years in the western United States. Each map package includes current USGS maps of the state along with antique turn-of-the-twentieth-century maps of the same areas for comparison. $15.95 each.

**ARIZONA GOLD & GEMS MAPS**,
**CALIFORNIA GOLD & GEMS MAPS**,
**COLORADO GOLD & GEMS MAPS**,
**IDAHO GOLD & GEMS MAPS**,
**MONTANA GOLD & GEMS MAPS**,
**NEVADA GOLD & GEMS MAPS**,
**NEW MEXICO GOLD & GEMS MAPS**,
**OREGON GOLD/SILVER & GEMS MAPS**,
**UTAH GOLD & GEMS MAPS**,
**WASHINGTON GOLD & GEMS MAPS**.
PLACER GOLD DEPOSITS OF THE SIERRA NEVADA, Morrison. This book compiles and details the gold-producing counties of the southern and northern Sierra Nevada Mountains. 192 pgs., ISBN 9780935182972, $12.95

WHERE TO FIND GOLD IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA, Klein. Learn the gold-bearing areas, treasure tales and mining history of the Southland as well as the prospecting know-how to profit from your knowledge; maps, illustrated. 112 pgs., ISBN 9780935182682, $9.95

DELOS TOOLE TITLES... Written by gold prospector and adventurer, Delos Toole, these books contain detailed information on locating gold deposits.

WHERE TO FIND GOLD SERIES. Each book contains maps with directions to gold sites, old mine locations, hand-drawn maps with points of interest to the gold fields and geological information of localities. $2.95 each.

WHERE TO FIND GOLD IN CALIFORNIA. 141 pgs., ISBN 9780965455909
WHERE TO FIND ARIZONA'S PLACER GOLD. 144 pgs., ISBN 9780965455923
WHERE TO FIND GOLD IN OREGON. 156 pgs., ISBN 9780965455916
WHERE TO FIND YANKEE PLACER GOLD. 144 pgs., ISBN 9780965455930

GOLD NUGGET-TEERING SERIES. Guides to the highest producing placer gold mining districts; complete with state and topographic maps, detailed directions to each site, and a handy county index. 140 pgs., $2.95 each.

WHERE TO FIND GOLD IN NORTHERN CALIFORNIA. Klein. Discover the richest gold-bearing areas in Northern California; includes treasure tales, maps, photos, illustrations and prospecting basics. 125 pgs., ISBN 9780889786056, $10.95

THREE HOURS TO GOLD FROM SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA: Metal Detecting for Eolian and Eluvial Placer Using VLF and PI-Type Detectors Within the Randsburg Quadrangle and Outlying Districts. Straight. Geologist and prospector, Jim Straight, gives readers a century’s worth of mining knowledge and history for the Randsburg Quadrangle in California. Illustrated with historic and color photos, maps; spiral bound. 115 pgs., $22.95

GOLD GAMBLE, Starry. Exciting historical account of the gold mining days in the Rand District of California’s upper Mojave Desert. From the mining boom of the 1890s to the bootleggers of the 1930s, the area’s fascinating stories are brought to life. 164 pgs., ISBN 97809667463711, $15.95

HOW TO FIND GOLD, Klein & Keene. A terrific introduction to gold prospecting from two of the best in the West. 124 pgs., $9.95

SUCCESSFUL NUGGET HUNTING, Heydelaar. Learn the techniques of nugget hunting from the pros who know; then explore the mapped collecting areas described and shown in Southern California, Arizona and for the ambitious world prospector, Australia! 109 pgs., ISBN 9781585810390, $16.95

ADVANCED PROSPECTING AND DETECTING FOR HARDROCK GOLD, Straight. A guide for the serious gold detector that introduces little-known technical aspects and terminology to expand your range of prospecting techniques; includes an expanded appendix on meteorites, references, illustrations, charts, tables and glossary. 120 pgs., $22.95

GOLD DREDGER'S HANDBOOK: How to Find a Lot of Gold Using a Suction Dredge, McCracken. Covers all the fundamentals that you'll need in order to become successful in dredging; written in easy to understand language with clear photos and graphic illustrations. 368 pgs., ISBN 9780963601575, $12.95

ADVANCED DREDGING TECHNIQUES, PART 1: Finding & Recovering Pay-Streaks, McCracken. Learn all you need to know about pay-streaks: what they are, how they form and how to dredge them up without leaving gold behind. 241 pgs., ISBN 9780963601544, $9.95

ADVANCED DREDGING TECHNIQUES, PART 2: The Right Approach, McCracken. Goes beyond the basics to tricks of the trade from some of the most successful miners. 176 pgs., ISBN 9780963601568, $9.95
THE STERLING LEGEND: The Facts Behind the Lost Dutchman Mine, Conatser. The best insider’s guide to this famous mine...“This book is the definitive work on the Lost Dutchman Mine...” (National Prospector’s Gazette). Discover new and ingeniously concealed hints; includes fold-out map. 94 pgs., ISBN 97809693215635, $16.95

LOST GOLD & SILVER MINES OF THE SOUTHWEST, Conrotto. These compiled treasure tales from long out-of-print Desert Magazine include over 100 maps of the area or region described; part historical overview and real firsthand accounts of discovered bonanzas in California, Arizona, Nevada, Utah and New Mexico. 246 pgs., ISBN 9780875054131, $11.95

TREASURE SECRETS OF THE LOST DUTCHMAN, Kenworthy. Secrets of lost mine locations revealed through interviews with descendants of the Peralta, Gonzales and the Isleta Indians of Arizona’s Superstition Mountains. 96 pgs., ISBN 97809693215635, $16.95

MINES OF... This popular series combines fascinating history of the gold and silver mining areas with practical advice for full-scale treasure hunting or interesting jaunts just a short drive from the metropolitan areas of California. 89.95 each.

DEATH VALLEY, Belden. 68 pgs., ISBN 9780875054100

THE EASTERN SIERRA, Dedecker. 72 pgs., ISBN 9780875054117

THE HIGH DESERT, Miller. 72 pgs., ISBN 9780875054131

THE MOJAVE, Miller. 71 pgs., ISBN 9780875054148

THE SAN BERNARDINOS, Robinson. 71 pgs., ISBN 9780875054155

THE SAN GABRIELS, Robinson. 72 pgs., ISBN 9780875054162

SPANISH MONUMENTS AND TRAIL MARKERS TO TREASURE IN THE UNITED STATES, Kenworthy. A photo and guide book of Spanish trail markers and monuments to lost mines and treasures. 80 pgs., ISBN 97809693215611, $18.95

UNFOUND TREASURES OF MEXICO: Espanol and English, Kenworthy. This book shows you how to read signs and symbols, which treasures are still unfound and their likely location; includes history and treasure lore. 96 pgs., ISBN 97809693215642, $16.95

TREASURE CACHES CAN BE FOUND, Garrett. Learn how to research, locate and recover abandoned caches; follow the author as he takes you on some of his own cache & treasure hunts. 194 pgs., ISBN 9780915920938, $9.95

B U R I E D T R E A S U R E S Y O U C A N F I N D, Marx. A book that every treasure hunter and metal detector hobbyist should possess; lists over 7500 specific known sites of buried treasure in 50 states; color photos. 365 pgs., ISBN 978098915920822, $14.95

HOW TO FIND LOST TREASURE, Garrett. This handy pocket guide will quickly inform your quest for treasure. 72 pgs., ISBN 9780915920976, $13.95

Death Traps To Treasure, Kenworthy. Line drawings and diagrams show how to recognize and avoid the “death traps” set up by the Spanish explorers to protect their treasures in the New World. 64 pgs., ISBN 97809693215682, $16.95

EXPLORE AND MINING GEMS AND GOLD IN THE WEST, Rynerson. Told with verve and humor, the amateur prospector will find useful hints on how to locate minerals and gems from San Diego, CA to Yuma, AZ. 204 pgs., ISBN 9780911010602, $14.95

TREASURE SIGNS, SYMBOLS, SHADOW AND SUN SIGNS, Kenworthy. Obtain a knowledge and understanding of signs, symbols, trail markers, trail signs and codes used on Spanish mine/treasure maps and in the field. Illustrated. 64 pgs., ISBN 9780969321564, $16.95
THE ART AND SCIENCE OF METAL DETECTING, Migliore. A thorough examination of the sport of metal detecting that is designed for beginner and intermediate skill levels. Featuring a detailed guide to terminology, choosing the right detector, field operations and places to hunt. 220 pgs., ISBN 9781517255107, $10.95

METAL DETECTING FOR THE BEGINNER, Migliore. Learn the up-to-date basics of the metal detecting hobby from the ground up and from an inventive practitioner; includes unbiased feedback on various metal detector manufacturers and their products. 200 pgs., ISBN 9781452862453, $12.95


THE NEW SUCCESSFUL COIN HUNTING, Updated 16/E, Garrett. Learn how to find coins using metal detecting equipment and techniques; updated for the 21st Century, including info on computerized detectors. 260 pgs., ISBN 9780915920679, $9.95

ANCIENT RIVER OF GOLD, Wallace. How gold deposits are formed and where they can be found in California, British Columbia, the Yukon and Alaska; extensive maps. 128 pgs., ISBN 9780962734755, $19.95

GOLD PANNING LIKE A PRO: with Freddy Dodge (DVD). One of the stars of the hit TV series Gold Rush offers the fundamentals on collecting and classifying material for panning, how to work the lighter material and how to properly collect fine gold. 25 min., $9.95

THE ART OF GOLD IDENTIFICATION (DVD), Madonna. With the expert instruction of retired professor, Jim Madonna, as your guide, learn to visually identify gold in the field and chemically when needed; an excellent and clearly demonstrated DVD. 34 min., $10.95

GOLD PANNING WITH DON ROBINSON (DVD), Robinson. Learn the art of gold panning in less than 30 minutes from one of the best, Gold Panning Champion, Don Robinson. ISBN 9781607022275, $15.00

METAL DETECTORS WITH MIKE BOWERS (DVD). Featuring the premier expert in metal detectors, Mike Bowers, this DVD will give you all the basics you need for finding gold using your metal detector. 25 min. ISBN 978099011804, $15.00

SOUTHWESTER TREASURES DVD. Charles Garrett takes you on adventures in two features on this DVD. In The Treasures of Mexico you’ll join an expedition team uncovering the riches of historic Mexico. In Gold and Treasure Adventures enjoy one of the world’s largest treasure hunts in southern California. 50 min. $9.95
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